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The average luminous quasar  

Has sub-relativistic outflows with: 

- Large scale (~1000 pc.) 

- Large mass flow (100  M  /yr) 

- Kinetic luminosity sufficient   

  for AGN feedback processes 



In some quasars we see evidence of mass ejection. Jet problems as AGN feedback agents 
- Narrow opening angle (coupling) 
- Negligible mass flux per unit of 
energy (~1000 times smaller than BALs) 



     C IV 
10,000 km/s 

O VI 

- 20-40% of all quasars show UV absorption outflows 

- Velocities:  1000-30,000 km/s 

Do quasar outflows contribute significantly 

to  feedback processes?  

It will depend on their Mass 

flux and Kinetic luminosity 
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Up until about 5 years ago: 

Exceptions: De Kool + (3 objects); Hamann 3c191 



How do we go from the spectrum to 

measuring the kinetic luminosity? 



From absorption troughs to kinetic luminosity 

• Reliable measurements of Nion  cannot use EW, tauap 

• Photoionization modeling to convert Nion to NH and U 

 

• Distance of the Outflow from the Central Source: 

 

 

 

 

• Number Density via Troughs from metastable levels 

• Fe II*  UV1, UV2…;  Si II* 1264, 1533… (see also poster 

by Doug Edmonds) 
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kinetic luminosity of component C in the 

SDSS 0838+2955 outflow (Moe+2009) 
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 ergs/s =  

Solar masses/yr 

BOLL%1

AGN feedback models need kinetic luminosity ~0.5-5%LBOL 

Less than 

40% statistical 

error 

Only the moderate 

ionization phase is probed 

Systematic  

uncertainties 



What about the solid angle subtended by the wind? 

But only 20% of all outflows show low ionization species (Dai+ 2010) 

20-40% of quasars show high ionization (C IV) winds 4.02.0  f



 

• Two more outflow components (highest 

velocity one is much closer) 

 

•  What about the hot phase? 

    In Seyferts (where we can see it) the hot 

    phase is dominant 

What is the full kinetic luminosity of the 

SDSS 0838+2955 outflow? 



Summery of problems 

1. Longwards of 1150 AA (HST band),  most excited troughs are  

observed from Singly ionized species (Fe II, Si II, C II), which 

appear in only 10% of the outflows Problems: Solid angle and 

relevance to high ionization are model dependent.   

       (C III* is rare and kinematically undesirable and S IV* is rare see 

          poster by Benoit Borguet )                                    

 

2. No Handle on the very high ionization phase that dominates NH  in 

       warm absorbers. 
 

3. Difficulties in separating photoionization from abundances and dust  

       depletion effects due to the lack of troughs from two or more ions 

       from the same element. 
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Major 

lines 

Secondary 

lines 

                   Science diagnostics                  .                       

Distance            Warm                Ionization 

                           absorber          Abundances 

6 main  

diagnostics  

from high 

ionization species 

that are seen in 

all outflows +  9 

secondary ones 

O VI Ne VIII,  

Na IX , Mg X 

probe  similar 

gas as seen 

in WA 

Independent ionization 
solutions from: 
-O II,III,IV,V and VI 
-N III, IV and V – C II, III, IV 
-S III, IV, V and VI 
 

-Absolute abundances  
from the above combined  
with the Lyman series, as 
Well as for Ne, Si, Ar,  Fe  

  

 only N V and C IV, 

with no ability to 

disentangle  

 abundances from 

 ionization effects 

 

 

no connection 

with WA 

material  

Rare occurrences of   

Si II* and C III* 

 

(2 published objects) 

  

STIS/Echelle 

COS 

G130M+G160M 

FeIV 525 Ar V 522/524 

OIV 608/610 Ar VI 549/551 

MgX 610/624 NeVI 559/563 

OV 630 NeV 568/572 

SIV       658/661 Ar VII 586 

OIII 702/704 SIII 677/681 

O V 760 NaIX 682/694 

NIV 765 Ar VIII 700/714 

NeVIII 770/780 SIII 724/726 

SV 786 SIV 748/753 

OIV 788/790 

OIII 833/835 OII  834 

SVI 933/945 Fe III 859/861 

Lyg 972 Lyd 950 

CIII 977 NIII 990/992 

Lyb 1025 

OVI 1032/1038 

Lya 1216 

NV  1239/1243 

CIV 1548/1551 SiIV 1394/1403 



Enter He0238-1914 













Factor 50 difference 



Physical parameters of the outflow 

Log (ne) R(pc) Mdot Lk  1044 erg/s v  km/s 

A 3.8 800 100 4   (0.5%LBOL) 4000 

B 3.9 300 250 20  (2%LBOL) 5000 



Physical parameters of the outflow 

Log (ne) R(pc) Mdot Lk  1044 erg/s v  km/s 

A 3.8 800 100 4   0.4dex 4000 

B 3.9 300 250 20   0.8dex 5000 
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Consequences for AGN feedback 

 

• Over 108 years quasar duty cycle, such kinetic 

luminosity (2x1045 ergs/s) will yield a total kinetic energy 

of 1061 ergs.  Enough to inflate the largest observed X-

ray bubbles. 





Intracluster chemical enrichment (Eric Hellman, Harvard) 



For dynamical modelers 
In most determined cases the outflows are 102 – 104 pc from the AGN, 

far away from their presumed acceleration zone. 

- Instead of calculating detailed absorption profiles for an accelerating 

winds, we need models that create and maintain absorption troughs at 

~1000 pc away from the AGN  

(Claude-André Faucher-Giguère + 2011) 

 

• For Gas Flows in Galaxies 

Most galaxies experienced a violent period of high-energy high-speed 

outflows during their active quasar phase that influenced at least their 

inner 1-10kpc .   

These episodes might have been the most important events in the 

relationship between the SMBH and the galaxy and other structure 

around it 



Summary  

Kpc scale quasar outflows are a major component of AGN 

feedback, reaching kinetic luminosities of a few 

percent of LBOL, with mass flux of hundreds of solar  

masses per year. 

 

Due to their larger opening angle and higher mass fluxes,  

absorption outflows may be more efficient for AGN feedback  

processes than AGN jets. 

 

COS targeting objects at  0.5<z<1.5 is the way to go! 
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